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AIM       ANCHOR       ARMGUARD       ARROWREST       BACK       BAREBOW       BOW       CAST       COMPOSITE

COMPOUND       DRAW       END       FIVE       FLETCHING       FULLDRAW       GROUP       INDEX       LETDOWN

LIMB       LOCATOR       NOCK       RECURVE       RELEASE       SERVING       SHOOT       SHOTSETUP       STABILIZER

THROUGH       TOXOPHILITE       VANE
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Across

1. Any fletching made of  plastic.

3. leather used to protect the bow arm

4. the position of the archer when the bowstring has
been draw to the anchor point

5. Step 10 in 11 Steps to Archery Success

11. a bow made of several materials

12. A _____ bow uses a pair of cables and wheels to
store more energy.

15. an archer

17. ability of a bow to propel an arrow at a given
distance

18. __________  or more whistle means there is an
emenrgency down range.

20. A device used to propel an arrow.

22. Center ______ is the material is the center of the
bowstring where the arrow is nocked.

23. A set number of arrows that are shot before going
to the target to score and retrieve them.

24. Step 9 in 11 Steps to Archery Success

25. the side of the bow away from the bowstring

26. A style of shooting without a bow sight

27. Returning from full draw to the undrawn position
with control and not releasing the string

Down

2. horizontal projection on the bow upon which the
arrow lies

6. placing the drawing hand to a position on the
corner of the mouth

7. to point the arrow in the directions you want it to go

8. to shoot arrows in a pattern

9. The nock  _____ indicates where the arrow is to
be placed on the string.

10. A _____ bow has limbs that bend away from the
archer when the bow is held in the shooting
position.

13. to place the arrow on the string

14. a rod attached to the handle riser

15. Follow-_____ is maintaining the motion of the
upper body muscles after releasing the string

16. upper or lower part of the bow that bends when the
string is drawn back

18. devices attached to the arrow shaft which stabilize
the flight of an arrow

19. to pull the bow string back

21. _____  fletch which is rotated toward archer before
releasing the arrow

24. 1 whistle blown means ______________.


